T h e following memoir contains a complete solution of the problem of the classification and enumeration of the P-edra Q-acra. The actual construction of the solids is a task impracticable from its m agnitude; but it is here shown, that we can enumerate them with an accurate account of their symmetry, to any values of P and Q.
3. Mixed symmetry, both zoned and zoneless axial ; 4. Neuter symmetry, neither zoned nor zoneless axial; 5. No symmetry.
The greater part of the polyedra are entirely asymmetric.
In considering this symmetry, we have no regard to mere lengths or inclinations of edges. The symmetry is descriptive, not metrical. For example, if the cutting edge of a wedge be removed by any quadrilateral section, the solid acquires, for our purposes, all the symmetry of the cube; and this remains, however the figure may be distorted.
Zoned Symmetry.
II. The polyedra which have a zoned symmetry, and only such, are a. Monozone polyedra; 1). m-zoned monaxine heteroids; C. Zoned triaxines; d. m-zoned monarchaxines, having one principal and m secondary axes; e. Zoned polyarchaxines, having the axial systems of the regular polyedra. The terms will be explained below. -*
Def. A zone is any closed line drawn or dra on a which halves, either o f which is the reflected image o f the other, no regard being had to lengths o f edges.
The closed line may or may not be all in one plane, and the halves may or may not be metrically equal. W e have a right to conceive, when it is convenient, that the solid is constructed with the greatest possible symmetry, in which case the halves will be exactly equal, and the zone will be a plane, having to them the geometrical relation which a mirror has to an object touching it and to its image.
This relation we shall assume as always existing, however the polyedron may be dis torted ; that is, we assume that any zoneless edge will meet, on any zonal plane, if it be produced, the edge which is its reflected image in respect of that zonal plane.
For example, any section of a cube which passes through two opposite faces, and con tains either two edges or none of the solid, is a zone.
Every zone has a zonal signature, Z, which describes it by the number of its zoned features, i. e. its zonal faces, and its zonal summits, through which it passes, and its zonal and epizonal edges, but gives no account of the number o f edges in the zoned faces or summits, nor of the order of the zoned features.
Any edge contained by the zone Z, is a zonal edge o f Z. Any edg an epizonal edge o f Z. It will create no confusion if we denote both the zone and its signature by the same name Z.
W e represent zonal and epizonal edges by the symbols 0 and 0 (zero faces), and we write the number of such edges as an index over the proper symbol. All such indices in a zonal signature are coefficients. III. a. Monozone p o l y e d r a . -A monozone polyedron has no symmetry but that o single zone. I t has the zonal signature Z = {^, G, 0% 04}, which records that Z has g zoned summits, G zoned faces, a zonal edges, and b epizonal edges.
No two AA7 o f the zoned features o f a monozone polyedron have the same configuration, or are one the reflected image o f the other.
For if A were identical in configuration with A', there would be a symmetry of repetition, not essential to the zone Z. And if A were the reflected image of A', there would be a. zone different from Z, passing between A and A7.
Every zonelessfeature, B, is twice read on a monozone polyedron, viz. B and its reflected image.
The undrawn lines of Z are the zonal traces of the zoned faces and summits.
The trace of a zone is agonal, diagonal, or monogonal, according as it passes through one angle, two angles, or one angle only, of the face or summit.
Monogonal traces are seen only in odd-angled faces or summits. Def. An axis is janal, whether it be zoned or zoneless, if the configuration C, or if the reflected image of C, which is read at one extremity of the axis, can be read by an opposite eye at the other extremity, by turning the axis through any angle.
In particular, a janal zoned axis is said to be objanal, when the configuration C read at one pole or extremity is the configuration C7 , read at the other pole (by an opposite eye in the axis), turned through two right angles, C7 being C inverted.
Also a janal zoneless axis is said to be contrajanal, if the configuration C read at one pole is the reflected image of the configuration C7 which can be read by an opposite eye at the other.
Def. An axis, whether zoned or zoneless, is heteroid, if the configuration C read at one pole cannot be read at the other, nor read inverted, nor reflected.
V. According to the character of the polar features terminating an axis, zoned or zoneless, the axis is amphiedral, amphigonal, gonogrammic, edrogram or gonoedral, terms which explain themselves.
An axis is m-zoned, when it is the intersection of m zones. A zoned amphigrammic, edrogrammic, or gonogrammic axis is of necessity two-zoned; for a polar edge may be zonal in one zone, and epizonal in another, but cannot belong to a third.
VI. Theorem. There are two different hemizonal sequences o f configuration, and only two, read alternately upon the hemizones about a zoned axis.
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For, 1°, there cannot be fewer than tw o; because if two contiguous hemizones had exactly the same configuration, they would be each the reflected image of the other, and therefore not contiguous, but on opposite sides of a different zone.
And 2°, there cannot be more than tw o; for every hemizone A has on either hand, by definition of a zone, the same hemizone B, and B has on either hand the same hemi zone A.
The propositions of the following article are easy deductions from the above theorem. We use the term perpendicular in a wide sense, in consideration of art. I I . ; that is, under the assumption of the greatest possible symmetry.
VII. W hen there is an even number of zones about a zoned axis, each is perpen dicular to another, and has two identical hemizones.
I f a 2m-zoned axis is the only one of the solid, there are two different entire zonal configurations about the axis, viz. m zones Z alternating with the m zones Z'. The signatures of Z and Zf may or may not be different; the configurations cannot be the same.
W hen there are 4 m zones, each is perpendicular to one of the same configuration. W hen the number of zones is 4m + 2, each is perpendicular to one of a different con figuration.
W hen the number of zones is odd, none is perpendicular to another. W hen the axis is 2m-zoned, there are, in each polar feature, m traces t alternating with m traces t'.
W hen the axis is (2m+l)-zoned, the polar face or summit has 2m+ 1 identical traces. About a (2m-f-l)-zoned axis there is but one entire zonal , and conse quently but one signature for all the zones. These zones have not each two identical hemizones.
W hether the r zones be odd or even, the 2rpresent alternate configura tions in the circuit of the pole.
Each trace has two like terminations, if r be even, and two different terminations, if r be odd.
V
III. Theorem. I f a zoned axis is the only axis o f the , that axis is heteroid.
For if not, the opposite poles will be either identical, or one the reflected image of the other.
If they are identical, there is an axis of even repetition perpendicular to the zoned axis, i. e. an axis about which in revolution of the solid, the same configuration is 2m times repeated to the eye; which is contrary to hypothesis.
If they are one the reflected image of the other, there is, at right angles to the zoned axis, a zone, whose intersections with those of the zoned axis are other axes of the solid; which is contrary to hypothesis. Wherefore the theorem is proved.
IX . b. Zoned monaxine heteroids.-A polyedron whose only axis is an m-zoned a is an m -zonedmonaxine heteroid p o l y e d r o n . RET. T. P. KIRKMAN ON THE THEORY OF THE POLYEDRA.
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[ § 1 . is* W hen m is odd, the zonal signature is Z={(<ri,+5r)J ( / ,+ < * ) 0 " 0*}, WherC * + / . -2 shows the number < rp of polar summits, and of polar faces, beside different non-polar zonal summits, G different non-polar zonal faces, a different non-polar zonal edges, and b different non-polar epizonal edges.
The axis may be amphiedral, amphigonal, or gonoedral. W hen m is even, the two zonal signatures are Z={(<rp+2<jr), ( / P+ 2 G ) , 0 P a 0* O2* 02* }, Z^f e + 2 g,)r ( f p+ 2G,), 0" 0? 0 where
describes the poles, which may give six different characters to the axis (V.), one for every solution of the equation ^4*j3 = 2, where a==2 differs not from /3= 2 in form. W e consider two zoned features, of which one is the reflected image of the other, to be the same in configuration, and enumerate the two as one in our Tables of zoned  features. The above signatures show <7, G, a, b, and gp Gy , an bt for the number of their different zoned non-polar features. For each zone has two identical hemizones, when is even, but not when m is odd (VII.). The polar edge which (a + |3 > 0 ) is zonal or epizonal in Z, is epizonal or zonal in There is nothing to prevent the two zones Z Zy from having the same signature; but they cannot have the same configuration. And we always consider two zonal signatures which differ only in p subscribed, and in the ways of writing the factors of the same number of features, as numerically the same zonal signature. This is important to be remembered, when we inspect our Tables in considering the zone Z.
Whether m be odd or e v e n , every different non-polar feature is read 2m time namely, once in each of 2m interzonal regions.
A 2-zoned monaxine heteroid 6-edron 8-acron is . . . , , . The zonal signatures are, Z ={(2.1) (2.1) < 7 P= 0, g-lj G = l , a = l = / 3 , a=.Q=b; Z '={(2.1) (2.2), 0i o;}; o>=0, gt= l , Gy= 2 , / 3 = l = a , aj=:0=br
The axis is amphigrammic.
A 3-zoned monaxine heteroid 7-edron 9-acron is . .. . * . . whose signature is Z = {(1), (2 ,+ 2 ), 03} ; ffp=0, g = l, f p= 2 , G = 2 , a= 0,
The polar triangle has three monogonal traces ; the polar hexagon has three agonal traces. > X. Principal zoned axis. Secondary axes.-A principal axis has !more zones or fewer zones than any other. The zones which intersect in it are principal zones.
Theorem. I f there he hut one principal zoned A, it is ja n a l; the solid has and hut me, zone besides those o f the axis, and this zone is perpendicular to the axis A.
For Z", a zone not containing the principal axis, cannot divide the solid into halves of which one is the reflected image of the other, unless the axis is janal and at right angles to Z". As the axis can be perpendicular to but one zone, the truth of the theo rem is evident.
This Z" is called, when m > 2 , the secondary zone o f the and its intersec tions with the zones of the principal axis are the secondary zoned axes o f X I. Theorem. A 2m-zmed principal axis has 2m 2 secondary axes, all janal the 4m secondary poles o f these axes are in the secondary zone, o f two alternate configura tions, and the alternate secondary axes are different.
The 2m axes are 2-zoned, being each the intersection of the secondary with a prin cipal zone. The rest is evident, if we make a section of the solid in its secondary zone; for the 2m traces of this section are the 2m a x e s( VII. -zonedmonarchaxine janal polyedron, which is also sufficiently described as an m -zoned monarchaxine (X ), where the number m does not include the secondary zone.
W hen m = 2 no axis is principal, and there are three 2-zoned axes, any one of which is perpendicular to the other two. These three axes are of three different configura tions ; for if two semi-axes at right angles to each other were identical, they would reflect each other, and a zone would pass between th em ; whence it would follow that the third axis were no 2-zoned axis.
c. The solid in this case is called a zoned triaxine polyedron. I t has three zones of different configurations.
The zonal signatures of a 2r-zoned monarchaxine {r > 1) are thus written, ZZ' being principal zones, and Z" being secondary:
< rP + /p = 1 is the principal pole, summit or face, in the janal axis; and $p denoting a polar summit, and < p p a polar face, show the secondary poles, viz. r of either configuration (XI.). The numbers gGab, g'G'a'b' record all the different zoned non-polar features of Z and Z', as g"G"cd record those of Z". The secondary polar edges are zonal in one zone and epizonal in another.
Every Every zoneless feature o f the solid is read in it 8r , in as many interzonal regions. The principal axis is either amphiedral or amphigonal. The characters of the secon dary axes, all janal, vary with the solutions of the equations enumerating their poles.
W hen r -1, the solid is a zoned t r i a x i n e , whose three may or may not be identical signatures. But the three configurations of the zones are always different.
The zonal signatures of a (2r+ l)-zoned monarchaxine are W e see, on inspection of these signatures, that the principal axis is , because Z has four polar faces, of which only two can be secondary poles. W e see that Z" has four polar summits in the two zones Z', and four polar faces in the two zones Z. Hence the secondary axes are alternately amphigonal and amphiedral.
The two zones Z have each four non-polar epizonal, and no zonal edges. The two zones Z' have each four non-polar zonal edges, and no epizonals. § 1. XII., XIII.] REV. T. P. KIRKMAN ON THE THEORY OP THE POLYEDRA. 129
The secondary zone has eight non-polar zonal edges and no epizonals, and it has eight non-polar summits.
Hence we can subtract, on inspection of the signatures, all the zoned faces, summits, and edges from the entire number in the solid, and thus determine the number of different zoneless features in each of the eight interzonal spaces.
A 3-zoned monarchaxine 17-edron 27-acron i s . W e read in these signatures that the principal axis is amphiedral, because Z has four polar features of which two faces must be principal poles, because the principal axis is janal. Either zone shows that the secondary axis is A zoned triaxine 30-edron 26-acron is . . of which the signatures are
71 have each two polar faces, wherefore their common axis is amphiedral. ZZ" have each two polar summits, and have an amphigonal axis. Z'Z" have an amphigrammic axis.
The non-polar zoned features are four summits, all alike in Z, and four zonal edges all alike; four epizonal edges alike, and four faces alike in 71; twelve summits, as also twelve zonal edges, of three configurations in 71'.
There is nothing to prevent the three axes of a zoned triaxine having all one signa ture, and axes of any janal character. In every case the zonal signatures record'accu rately the configurations. X III. System o f 'principal poles. Zoned -Let A iA2A3 . . . be a system of poles, zoned or zoneless, of one configuration, not all in one plane, in a polyedron P. I f each pole be joined to those nearest it by lines drawn, if necessary, beneath the surface of P, it is evident that these lines will form a polyedron, Q, having edges all of one configuration, 4 . e. each being the intersection of an F-gon and an F'-gon F = F ', the polyedron Q is regular. I f F < F', let lines be drawn from the centres/*of all the F-gons to all their angles. These lines produced will all pass through centres f of other faces F. This is all inevitable, by reason of our hypothesis that the poles A iA2A3 . . . have the same configuration. Wherefore the system of lines f f will form a regular polyedron, having as many edges as there are poles A 1A2A3 ....
Hence s X IV . I f there be a system of collateral polar summits A^A ,, . . . of the same con figuration in any polyedron P, it can be reduced by sections passing only through edges A jA2, A2A3, A3A4, . . . to a regular polyedron having only the edges AjA^ A2A3, A3A4, . . . I f a system of principal polar summits be not collateral, sections of the solid can be made, removing all the edges of those summits, and laying bare a system of as many principal faces of a solid having fewer edges. The reciprocal of this has a system of principal polar summits, which can be treated like the preceding o n e ; and thus we shall inevitably arrive finally at a solid having collateral principal summits, which reduces by a set of simple sections, as above shown, to a regular polyedron.
I t is thus proved that the only systems of principal summits, zoned or zoneless, are those of the regular polyedra.
The following description of zoned polyarchaxines is easily verified by considering the regular solids.
X V .
A zoned triarchaxine polyedron has three 4-zoned jan 3-zoned objanal secondary axes, and six janal 2-zoned tertiary axes. The axes may have various characters (V.).
The tf vertical between t t .When eye will see the trace t vertical and tf horizontal, whi and t horizontal;, and this is the configuration seen by opposite eyes in the secondary axis of a zoned tetrarchaxine.
A zoned tetrarchaxine polyedron has four heteroid principal 3-zoned axes, and three secondary homozonal 2-zoned axes. I t has six identical zones, whose signature is Z= {Z(s"+ $t + g), 2 ( / " + / ; + G ) 0 "' 0"' 0 " 0" }.
The principal poles are 4(5p+ / p) = 4-2-
The secondary poles are 6 +,/*>+05)= 6 .1 . A zoned hexarchaxine polyedron has six objanal (IV .) principal 5-zon ten objanal secondary 3-zoned axes, and fifteen janal tertiary 2-zoned axes, which may have any terminations
There are fifteen identical zones, whose signature is Z = {2(»< , -K + * ; + 2 g ) ,2( / p+ / p+ / ; + 2 G ) , 0 " "0" "0 " 0 44}.
The principal poles of the solid are 6(2sI,+ 2 / f)= 6 .2 , (sy+ / ; = l ) ; the secondary poles are 1 0 (2 « ;+ 2 /;)= 1 0 .2 , (s'+ / ' = ! ) ; the tertiary poles are 1 5 (2 < + 2 j£ + 2 «^= = 1 5 .2 , ( * " + / " + a" = l ) . W e see that, neglecting p subscribed, Z and Z, are the same signature, as are Z1 and Z*. The second solid is a 4-zoned monaxine heteroid, having only two polar zoned features. In the former every feature is polar.
Every zoned non-polar fea tu re is read fo u r times in each
The following will suffice for examples of zoned polyarchaxines. H ere are five zoned
The solid C has only amphigonal axes, and has eight non-polar edges in Z, all alike, and four non-polar faces, and four non-polar edges, in Zp either all alike. D has prin cipal and secondary amphigonal, and tertiary amphigrammic, axes. The 12-edron E has principal and secondary amphigonal and tertiary am phiedral axes. Four of the six prin cipal polar summits are in the plane of the page. The principal poles of E are tessaraces; the eight secondary poles are triaces; the twelve tertiary poles are quadrilaterals.
None of the solids drawn have zoneless faces, but they may have any number, if we load each of the forty-eight interzonal regions with the same polyedron R, zoned or zone less. I f R is zoneless, we shall impose R twenty-four times and its reflected image twentyfour times, so th at the traces may be all preserved. The polyedron R may be polar or not, and symmetrical or not.
W h at precedes is sufficient to show that our signatures accurately record the zonal configuration. W hat more is required for placing the polyedron upon record, we shall see when we treat of registration.
Zoneless Symmetry.
X V III. The polyedra which have a zoneless symmetry area. r-ple monaxine heteroid polyedra; b. r-ple monaxine contrajanal polyedra; c. r-ple zoneless monarchaxine polyedra;
d. zoneless triaxine polyedra; e. zoneless polyarchaxine polyedra, which have the axial system of the regular polyedra.
An axis zoned or zoneless is said to be of m repetition, if the same feature presents itself m times in the same posture in a revolution of the solid about that axis. j E v e r y i-z o n e d axis is an axis o f r -pierepetition; for though it has 2 lik spaces about it, reflecting each other, no zoneless feature presents itself more than r times in the same posture in a revolution about the zoned axis.
Every amphigrammic, edrogrammic, or gonogrammic axis, zoned or zoneless, is of necessity an axis of 2-ple repetition.
By an r -pieaxis, when zoned is not added, we understand a zoneless axis of r-ple repetition.
Heteroid r -piemonaocine polyedron.-A polyedron which has no zone, and but one zoneless r-ple heteroid axis, is an r piemonaxine heteroid polyedron. Th of any character. In this solid every non-polar feature is read r times, and no more, namely, once in each repeated sequence which presents itself in revolution about the axis.
Such solids are the following:- § 1. XVIII., XIX.] EEV. T. P. KIEKMAN ON THE THEOEY OF THE POLYEDEA.
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A has a 2-ple gonoedral axis; B has a 4-ple amphiedral axis; C has a triple gonoedral, D has a 2-ple amphigrammic, and E a 2-ple edrogrammic axis.
X IX . Monaocine contrajanal polyedron.-I f we place any r*ple heteroid monaxine P, ( r > l ) , by a 2rm-gonal face upon a mirror, and then turn P through an angle of m sum, mits, while the image of P remains unmoved, th at image, together with P so turned, forms an r -piemonaxine contrajanal polyedron. If, for ex in the mirror a repeated sequence of four edges ABCD, and the configurations read by opposite eyes in the axis supposed parallel to the page and perpendicular to the lines will be ( m = 2), ABCD ABCD AB...
One eye sees A beyond C, and to the right of th at B beyond D ; the opposite eye sees A beyond C, and to the left of th at B beyond D. The configurations are contrajanal (IV.). W e may take the last-drawn solid for the polyedron P , and conceive it laid by its square polar face in a mirror, and then turned through 1 summit, while the image remains unmoved. The solid with the image will form a 2-ple monaxine contrajanal.
B ut it will be found impossible to produce this contrajanal configuration unless by employing a 2n?i-gonal polar face, and by turning the solid through m summits, r > 1 being the index of repetition.
The monaxine heteroids,
EEY. T. P. KIRKMAN ON THE THEORY OE THE POLYEERA.. [ § 1 . XIX., XX.
which have each a repeated sequence ABC, will give by this process attem pted, no zone less figures bu t monaxine heteroids. This could be easily demonstrated, b u t such demon stration would be of no future use to us in our problem. And our object here is simply to prove the existence of this class of solids. Further, the configurations so obtained are not only contrajanal but monaxine. For there is no zoneless axis in the plane of the mirror, because P and its image in our con struction do not form a repeated sequence in revolution about such an axis; and no point of P out of the m irror except the given pole of P can be a pole of repetition.
And as there is evidently still about either of the poles (of P and its image) an r-ple repetition, the indicated construction is an r -monaxine B ut it is not to be supposed that all these solids have, like the one constructed, a closed circle of zonoid e d g e s , viz. the edges in the mirror. But it is evi circle is either drawn or drawable, in any janal polyedron, which shall present in the faces above and below it, the same repeated sequence of faces, either janal or contra janal, to the two poles. O ur object here is not to discuss the form, but to establish the existence, of these polyedra. X X .
One principal zoneless axis. Zoneless r-ple monarchaxines.-A principal axis of repetition, zoned or zoneless, has a higher repetition than another.
Let the r-ple heteroid monaxine P be placed by its polar mr-gonal face A in any way on A' the same face of P' identical with P, so that the summits of A and A' may coincide.
As the two opposite poles aa' of the solid P P ' are identical, there is an axis of double repetition, zoned or zoneless, at right angles to the axis aa', and, as this axis ecu' is r-ple, there must be r axes (3, having r identical poles and r identical poles p n one of each kind in each repeated sequence about aa'.
Let r > 2, and let aa' be the only principal zoneless axis of PP'. Then is not zoned; for if it were, it would have at least two zones, neither of which would contain the zoneless poles aa'. There would then be at least four poles a, one between each pair of hemizones about ( 3, and aa' would not be the only principal axis. W f3 is zoneless, and there are r zoneless axes (3.
Let pp' be two like poles of axes (3 most nearly contiguous. They form with the prin cipal poles aa' a repeated sequence; wherefore there is a zoneless pole p t of double repetition between p and p ', of a different configuration from and there zoneless poles p alternate with r zoneless poles p t, around the axis aa'.
The solid PP ' ( r > 2) is an r -piemonarchaxine polye r secondary double repetition, which a re , according as r is even or different, or all heteroid and alike;
and, in either configurations.
In our construction there is a sequence of zonoid edges (in the faces A) in general effaceable; but we shall find that there are r-ple monarchaxines which have no such edges effaced, or effaceable, by effacements which shall preserve all summits.
Zonoid signature.-Every r-ple monarchaxine has a zonoid , which gives an exact enumeration of the secondary poles, whether they be faces, poles, or edges, but no account of the number of edges in polar faces or summits. This signature has the form W hen r = 2, there is no principal axis, the demonstration that (3 is zoneless fails, and (3 may be a zoned axis. In such case there are as many axes aa' as there are zones about (3 perpendicular to aa', and there cannot be more, because a a' being an axis of repeti tion, must be central in the interzonal space in which it appears; and the limiting zones of that space must evidently be both of the same configuration, for otherwise aa' would be no axis of repetition. In this case the symmetry is mixed, and will presently be discussed.
W hen r = 2 and ( 3i s a zoneless axis, it follows that (3 is janal, otherwise aa' would no axis of repetition; and as the poles of aa' and (3 form a repetition, there must be a third janal axis y of even repetition at right angles to aa' and to 3. § 1. XX.] REV. T. P. KIRKMAN ON THE THEORY OE THE POLYEDRA.
One of these two axes / 3 ym ay be an m-ple zoneless principal axis two axes are secondaries.
Zoneless triaxines.--W hen m -2, the three zoneless axes jan al axes, and the solid is a zoneless triaxine polyedron.
The zonoid signature of a zoneless triaxine, when it is recorded, has the form showing six poles of three, of two names, or of one only. B ut we shall see th at the registration of these signatures in zoneless triaxines is of no use for our purpose. Every nonpolar fea tu re o f an r piemonarchaxine or ( r = 2 upon the s o l i d , n a m e l y, r times about either extremity o f the rp le ja n a l axis. T he following are such solids, in the two last of which only half the solid is seen, the other half, identical with th at seen, being supposed below the paper.
REV. T. P. KIRKMAN ON THE THEORY OF THE POLYEDRA.
[ § 1. XX.
The solid A, in which the dotted lines are below the page, is a zoneless triaxine whose zonoid signature is (r = 2), £ == 2 {lj,-|-Ij,+0^}, the three axes being amphigonal ( p p' ), amphiedral, and am The solids B and C are 4-ple monarchaxines, h alf seen, whose zonoid signatures are £=4{lp-|-0p} for B and for C.
The former has an amphigonal, the latter an amphiedral principal axis.
A simple mode of constructing zoned monarchaxines is to draw such reticulations as these, where the dark edges are effaceables:
The first is a 3-zoned monarchaxine, the second a zoneless triaxine, reticulation, having in th e page an amphigonal and an amphigrammic axis. I f we crown the former in one polar face with the hexace 123456, and in the lower polar face with the hexace 12,3,4,5,6,, the solid completed will be a triple monarchaxine. I f we crown the opposite polar faces of the latter with tessaraces upon the marginal triangles, we form a zoneless triaxine polyedron. X X I. System o f principal zoneless axes. Zoneless -The following propositions have been sufficiently established by the proof in arts. X III., X IV ., that every system of principal axes is that of a regular polyedron.
W e give an account in the zonoid signature of a polyarchaxine, of its secondary and tertiary poles.
A zoneless triarchaxine has three principal 4-ple janal axes, four secondary triple janal axes, and six double janal tertiary axes. Its zonoid signature is £ = {8 K + / f) + i2 ( < r ;+ /;) + o r " } , where describes the secondary, and the tertiary poles.
The poles o f the same rank are o f one name only. Every non-polar feature is read twenty fo u r times in the s o l i d
, viz. four times about each pole of every principal axis. Such a solid is here half-drawn, the portion unseen being identical with that seen, and below the page. This triarchaxine 72-edron 62-acron has amphigonal principal and (pPiP'p") secondary axes, and amphigrammic tertiary axes. I f we efface the twelve polar edges of the tertiary axes, we obtain a 60-edron 62-acron having amphiedral tertiary axes.
A zoneless tetrarchaxine polyedron has four triple heteroid principal axes, and three double janal secondary axes. Its zonoid signature is where describes the secondary poles.
MDCCCLXII.
', + / * + * ') = 1 T The principal poles may be of one name, or of two names. Every nonpolar feature is read twelve times on the , viz. thrice about the po every principal axis.
A zoneless hexarchaxine polyedron has six quintuple janal principal axes, ten triple janal secondary axes, and fifteen double janal tertiary axes. Its zonoid signature iŝ ={20(«rp+ / P), 3 0 f t + / ; ) + 0 r '} , where op-)rfp= l gives the secondary, and°i + / p + « " = the tertiary poles.
Every non-polar feature is read sixty times on the , viz. five times about each extremity of every principal axis.
Zoneless polyarchaxines are easily constructed on zoned ones, by drawing lines in every principal, or secondary, or tertiary face, by which the zones are destroyed, and the repetition preserved; or by crowning like polar faces with polyedra which have a zoneless repetition of equal rank.
W e shall see, by our processes of construction, th at we always know the name of the pole opposite to any zoned or zoneless pole th at we may be handling; for we always know the character (V.) of the axis; but the num ber of edges in th at opposite pole is not thereby given.
W e know of course the edges of every pole th at we construct, but when the axis is heteroid, we do not always know the exact edges of the pole opposed.
Hence it may happen, in high values of P and Q, that we do not always know the exact feature opposite to a given principal pole of a tetrarchaxine. But this is not of the least consequence in our problem ; and if we should wish to know what is the exact feature so opposite, a question th at never arises in our argument, we can easily determine the point by other considerations.
M ixed symmetry.
X X II. The polyedra which have a mixed symmetry area. r-zoned homozone polyedra. b. r-ple monozone monaxine polyedra.
Homozone axes.-Let M M3 * * * 7 be two identical r-zoned polyedra having a 2rm-gonal polar face F. There are m edges of F between two contiguous traces (V II.), wherefore the traces of F are either all agonal, or all diagonal. Let the identical polar faces FF ' of M and M' be so united that the trace t of F shall cover the trace t of F1 of different con figuration from t (V II.). Let pp' be two contiguous terminations of traces in the united faces F F '; and let P P ' be the poles of the r-zoned janal axis of the solid MM'. The sequence FpF'p' is a repetition; there is therefore a between and p \ which is a zoneless pole, because no zone by hypothesis intervenes between p and p'; and there will be 2 ro f these zoneless poles; one central between every two hemizon about the r-zoned axis. And as the same sequence Pj?P^/ is read about them all, the 2r-zoneless poles have all one configuration, or configurations of which one is the reflected image of another.
Let PP ' be the only principal axis of the solid; then, as the pole P can recur only twice in a revolution about the zoneless poles, they are all o f double repetition. W here fore there are r-janal and similar axes of zoneless double repetition in a plane perpendi cular to the r-zoned axis PP '.
1. Let r be odd; then every zone of the axis P P ' is perpendicular to one of the r zoneless axes, or symmetry would be im possible; and it is consequently a repeating , of which every non-polar feature is an objanal monozone feature, i. e. a feature f diame trically opposite to another which is to an opposite eye the inverted image of f (art. IV .).
Further, when r is odd, the poles oca' of any one of the r zoneless axes are contrajanal poles: for, if not, the axis aa' will be strictly janal, such th a t two opposite eyes in the axis will read exactly the same configurations from left to r ig h t: therefore the axis P P ' perpendicular to aa' will be an axis of even repetition, since the same pole a recurs exactly in h alf a revolution about P P '; which is absurd, because, r being odd, P P ' is an axis of odd repetition (X V III.).
Therefore aa' is, when r is odd, a contrajanal axis. 2. Let r be even; then because the axis P P ' is of even repetition, the configurations read by two opposite eyes in the axis aa' are strictly identical, and aa' is a zoneless 2-ple strictly janal axis.
W hen r is even, either zone of M conspires to form the zone of the solid (MM'), as is evident from the position of the trace t upon the trace t'. For this reason the solid is called h o m o z o n e , the two zones of M being confounded together. And this name is con veniently used to designate the solid (MM'), w hether r be odd or even.
The axis P P ' is an r -zonedhomozone axis. W hen r > 2 , the axis P P ' is a principal axis, and the solid is a, homozone monarchaxine polyedron. W hen r = 2, there is no principal axis (X X .), as the zoned axis has, like two zoneless ones, but a 2-ple repetition. The 2-zoned homozone is a triaxine homozone polyedron.
The zonal and zonoid signatures of the r-zoned homozone polyedron, for r odd or even, are , Z = {(2ep+ 2g)(2fp+ 2 G ) 0 a P 0 2a O2*}, where and a = 0 , if r > 2 , , ? = 2 r{ sP+^+ 0 » } , where describes the zoneless pole.
Every nonpolar zoned feature is read on the solid 2r , namely, once in each hemizone about the zoned axis. t 2 § 1. XXII.] REV. T. P. KIRKMAN ON THE THEORY OE THE POLYEDRA.
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[ § 1 . XXII.
Every nonpolar zoneless feature is read 4r , viz. twice about each of the 2 zoneless poles. In our construction the edges of the united faces F F form a circuit of zonoid edges, generally effaceable, so th at the zoneless axes may become amphiedral. B ut we shall learn that there are homozones which have no such lines effaced or effaceable.
Homozone polyedra are the following:-
In the first the 4-zoned axis has polar tessaraces, and th e four 2-ple zoneless axes are amphigrammic 
S I Z
The interior marginal triangles are supposed to present in the inferior face of the reti culation precisely the configuration formed by the exterior ones in the upper polar face. The first is a 4-zoned homozone reticulation, which becomes a 4-zoned homozone polyedron, if crowned in both the upper and lower faces by octaces whose rays pass to the eight marginal triangles.
The second is a 4-zoned monarchaxine reticulation, and becomes a 2-zoned homozone polyedron, if crowned in the upper face by an octace upon the four upper marginal triangles and upon the four summits 1 2 3 4, and if crowned below by an octace upon the four lower triangles and upon the summits V S' 4f. The same Reticulation in the third figure becomes a 2-zoned homozone polyedron, if crowned above by a hexace upon the four upper triangles and on the points 1 2, and by a hexace below on the lower marginal triangles and on the points V 2 \whereby the points 1 2 1' 2' become four zoned X X III.
Monaodne monozone polyedra.-Let F be a polar face of any 3 -fir-pie zoneless axis a of a polyedron P, and let P be placed on a m irror by the face F. The solid (PP') formed by P and its image P ' is a 3 -fir-pie monozone monaxine polyedron.
The zoneless axis (ace!) of the solid (PP ') is (IV.), and in the plane of the mirror there is a 3 -fir times repeating z o n e , where r may be odd or The zonal signature of the solid is, putting r y= 3-fir, Z = r <{^, G, 0 ", O4}, h has grt zoned summits of g configurations, Gr, zoned faces of G configurations, &c. Every zoneless feature except the two zoneless poles is read 2r, times on the r,-ple monozone m o n a x i n e . The designation of monaxine contrajanal belongs to these solids in strictness, as well as to those of art. X IX . But there can never be any confusion in our terms, if the zoneless polyedra of X IX . be called by that name, which is to be understood as zoneless, if the term monozone be wanting.
A 2-ple monaxine monozone i s . . . . ^ . . . . . . whose zonal signature Z = 2 { 1 , 2, 01}
(a = 0).
The zoneless axis is amphigrammic, 2-ple and contrajanal. Monaxine monozones are readily constructed on simple reticulations like these:
The former is a 4-ple monaxine monozone reticulation, which becomes a 4-ple monaxine monozone polyedron, if crowned in both the opposite polar faces by octaces upon the eight marginal triangles.
The latter is a 4-zoned monarchaxine reticulation, which becomes a 4-ple monaxine monozone polyedron, if crowned both above and below by octaces through the same four points 1 2 3 4 and through the marginal triangles. By such coronation the principal zones of the reticulation are destroyed, but the 4-ple repetition is preserved, and the secondary zone of the reticulation in the plane of the page is preserved also. X X IV .
Theorem. There cannot he more than one principal axis in a mixed sym metry.
For we have proved (X III., X IV .) th at the only systems of principal axes are those of the regular polyedra.
In a zoned polyarchaxine there can be no zoneless poles; for if there were one, there would be one at least in every interzonal region, e. there would be 24, 48, or 120; and such a number of similar poles has been proved impossible in X III.
For a like reason there can be no zoned pole about any of the zoneless poles of a polyarchaxine, and consequently no zone; for if there were one zone there would be many, and therefore zoned axes and poles. Hence the theorem is proved.
From this theorem it follows that there cannot be in the solid P P ' of the preceding article any other axis than oca!. For if there were another, either (1) ace! would be a prin cipal axis, or (2) there would be one principal axis of more than (3 + r)-p le repetition, or (3) there would be no principal axis.
1. I f aa' be a principal axis, every secondary axis (3 will be at right angles to otherwise there would be more than one axis (oca') in the sequence repeated about /3, which is impossible by the preceding theorem ; and (3 will be a 2m-ple axis, because the pole a occurs in half a revolution about (3; but there is no axis of even repetition at right angles to aa' by the reasoning of X X II. because aa' is contrajanal. Therefore aa' is no principal axis.
2. I f there be a principal axis A different from aa', since it is not at right angles to the zone FF', there will be, by the definition of a zone (II.), more than one such axis A, which is impossible by the preceding theorem.
3. I f there be no principal axis, there will be at least about the pole of 3-| identical poles of (3 + r)-p le repetition, and these will form by the reasoning of X III. a polyarchipolar system, which is absurd, if there be no principal axis. It is therefore impossible that there can be any axis in PP ' except ecu', unless ^= 2 = 3 + r in the preceding article.
I f we had taken a a double axis, we m ight or might not have completed in that article a monaxine monozone. Nothing prevents the existence of other double axes each perpendicular to a different zone (F).
The solid (PP') constructed might thus have been a(2 m + l)-zo n ed homozone, having 2m+ 1 contrajanal double axes (X X II.).
Neuter Symmetry.
XXV. The polyedra which have a neuter symmetry are of one species only, viz., Contrajanal anaxine p o l y e d r a .
-Let F be any 2m-gonal zoneless non-polar face of a polyedron P, and let P be placed on a mirror by the face F, and turned through two right angles, while the image P' remains unmoved. The solid P P ' constructed by P so turned, and by the image P', may be a contrajanal anaxine polyedron. I t will be such, if it has neither pole nor zone.
I t is evident th at to any edge a b, on one side of the mirror, there corre diametrically opposite edge afc,on the other side, in the image, such that th tion seen along ab to the right is that read along to the left. The edges of the solid (PP') in all cases form janal anaxine pairs ( of edges diametrically opposite, unless P be such that by our construction we have completed a zoned or polar symmetry, in which case certain of the pairs will be zoned or polar.
Every feature f is twice read on a contrajanal anaxine , , f and its reflected image.
Here is a contrajanal anaxine 10-edron 10-acron, where the dotted lines are supposed below the page. The configuration read along ab to the left is th at read by an opposite eye along ciV to the right, and the same is true of any other pair be, b'd. Observe that the term j a n a lalong with X X V I. Def. A ja n a l anaocine ' For example, A' and A are janal anaxine triaces in the last-drawn polyedron.
Thus we see that there are janal anaxine edges in solids which are not janal anaxine polyedra.
X X V II. I t is im portant that we should here determine what kinds of polyedra have janal anaxine pairs.
1. Let P be a polyedron of zoned or mixed symmetry which has janal anaxine pairs. The janal anaxine pair ab, a p t will either meet on a zone Z, or a will meet ah' on a zone Z (II.). The pair ab, being diametrically opposite may be supposed parallels. Then the zoneless ab meets its reflected image a'b', and meets ab\ on Z, and the angle (ab, a'b') has exactly the configuration of ;), and is dia metrically opposite thereto.
Hence Z must be a repeating zone, to which an axis of even repetition is perpendicular, for the same configuration recurs about that axis in half a revolution.
I t is then requisite and sufficient, in order th at a zoned polyedron have janal anaxine pairs, that it have a zone perpendicular to an axis, zoned or zoneless, o f even repetition.
X X V III. The (2m + l)-zoned monarchaxine (X II.) has none of its + 1 secondary axes perpendicular to a zone; for each of these axes is in one of the + 1 zones. The (2m + 1 )-zonedmonarchaxine has no ja n a l anaxine edge. The 2m-zoned monarchaxine polyedron has every secondary axis in one zone and perpendicular to another (X I., V II.).
The 2m-zoned monarchaxine has janal anaxine pairs.
The (2m-\-\)-ple monaxine monozone has them not, the axis being of odd repetition The 2m
-piemonaxine monozone has such edges. The ( 2 m + l )-zonedhom ozone has them (X X II.). The 2m -zonedhomozone has them not. The zoned triarchaxine polyedron has each of its six tertiary axes in two o f its nine zones, and perpendicular to one of them, otherwise symmetry would be impossible.
The zoned triarchaxine has ja n a l anaxine edges.
No secondary axis of a zoned tetrarchaxine is perpendicular to any of its six zones, for this axis is in two of them.
The zoned tetrarchaxine has no janal anaxine edges. Each of the fifteen tertiary axes of a zoned hexarchaxine is in two of the fifteen zones, wherefore it is perpendicular to one of them, or symmetry would be impossible.
The zoned hexarchaxine has janal anaxine edges. X X IX . 2. Let P be a polyedron of zoneless symmetry which has janal anaxine edges. § 1. XXIX., XXX.] REV. T. P. KIRKMAN ON THE THEORY OE THE POLYEDRA. 145
The edge ab makes with the zoneless pole uo f P a image of that made by the opposite edge api with the opposite pole a of a janal axis. The only zoneless polyedron whose opposite janal poles can have such a configuration is the r-ple monaxine contrajanal polyedron (X IX .). th at the edge q diametrically opposite to q in the former does not, but that the edge Â diametrically opposite to q in the latter, does present, to two eyes either in the plane of A the sequence or at the poles, a contrajanal configuration as compared with the first edge
The same thing is easily proved by taking any sequence of 2m faces, and comparing tlie cases of r odd and r even.
The same thing is also proved thus. I f ab, apl are a janal anaxine pair about a zone less axis of r-ple repetition, the line bisecting the two edges is a diameter (XXV.), and the plane containing it and the axis is a diametral plane. There are about the axis r -1 other similar janal anaxine diameters symmetrically disposed; and such symmetry is evidently impossible unless r -1 be even, that is, unless r be odd.
The r -piemonaxine contrajanal polyedron has janal anaxine pairs r be , but not i f r be even.
In all other zoneless polyedra, the opposite poles of a janal axis have configurations which are exact repetitions of each other to opposite eyes, wherefore the configuration read by one eye along an edge ab, which configuration includes the pole, cannot be the reflected image of that read along apt by an opposite eye.
No polyedron o f zoneless s y m m e t r y
, except the monaxine , has janal anaxine edges.
X X X . W e have proved that janal anaxine edges are found in the polyedra following:-1. The zoned triaxines (X I .) ; 2. The 2m-zoned monarchaxines ( X II.); 3. The (2m+3)-zoned homozones (X X II.); 4. The zoned triarchaxines (X V .); 5. The zoned hexarchaxines (X V II.); 6. The 2m-ple monaxine monozones (X X III.); 7. The 2m+ 1 -pie monaxine contrajanals (XIX.).
Every zoneless and non-polar edge on these solids is a janal anaxine edge.
mdccclxii.
u
The signatures, zonal and zonoid, give the number of polar, zonal, and epizonal edges of the polyedron, whereby that of the zoneless and non-polar is accurately know n; and as the number of repetitions of every feature is known by what precedes,
exact number o f different ja n a l anaxine pairs upon all these solids is given by our signatu
Begistration o f B-edra Q-a and X X X I. I t has been shown th at all possible symmetrical P-edra Q-acra are comprised in the preceding classes. They are thus registered.
T ables A. * 1. Zoned Symmetry.
Monozone P-edra Q-acra (III.), (P Q ){ Z } = A ,
where A is the num ber of monozones which have the zonal signature Z. 2. Zoned monaxine heteroids (V III., IX .),
where B is the number of these solids having the zonal signatures ZZ' and a heteroid 2r-zoned axis, of which Y expresses the character and nothing more (V.). In the same way, we record th at there are C (2r+ 3)-zoned heteroids, having a given character of axis, and a given zonal signature Z. W e are. content to know about these solids what is here registered, without asking what are the exact polar features; for we have a separate table of polar summit^ and faces, in which every polar A-ace and A-gon is recorded, with its zones, and with the character of its axis. I f the question should arise, which, however, never does arise in our problem, what is the exact feature opposite to a given heteroid pole, it can easily be determined by reference to our processes of construction.
3. Zoned triaxines (X II.),
(PQ )(Y^Y ;y{ZZ'Z"}=D ,
where the zonal signature and characters of the janal axes of the D polyedra are recorded.
Zoned monarchaxines (X II.), (PQ)XJYJaY£ {ZZ'Z" } = E, (PQ)X?r3Y L { ZZ" } = F ,
where X denotes an axis whose polar features are exactly registered, the principal poles being always known on these solids, and recorded with their zonal traces. 5. Zoned triarchaxines (XV.), 3( P Q ) X ; Y^{ Z Z W } = G .
The principal janal poles are always registered with their traces. The secondary and tertiary poles may not be exactly given. 6. Zoned tetrarchaxines (XV I.), 4(PQ)Yi;*Y£{Z} = H .
The number of edges in the two heteroid principal poles, and in the janal secondary poles, may not always be known in this Table. 7. Zoned hexarchaxines (X V II.), 6(PQ )X^,Y 0 %.Y;2 a{ Z } = L 2. Zoneless .
Zoneless r -piem onaxine heteroids (X V III.),
where the absence of zonal and zonoid signature, and the heteroid axis, are character istic of the class. 9. Zoneless r -piemonaxine contrajanals (X IX .),
where the polar feature is exactly registered. 10. Zoneless triaxines (X X .), (PQ)y?«y£y2=L-H ere are symbols y of double janal zoneless axes, of which not even the characters (V.) are registered. W e shall see that it suffices for our problem to know the number L of all zoneless triaxine P-edra Q-acra. All the poles of them will be found in the follow ing Table, which enumerates with exact description all janal poles. All that we care to know more of these L solids is how many amphigrammic axes they contain, and this we shall readily determine in the proper place (X LI.). 11. Zoneless Zr-jple, &c. monarckaxines (X X .),
In all these £ denotes the zonoid signature common, as well as the other characters specified, to all the solids registered in the number M, N, &c. The only zoneless monarchaxines, in which there can be any doubt about the number of edges in their principal poles, are those which have triple janal axes perpendicular to amphiedral, amphigonal, or amphigrammic secondary axes (X X X V III.).
12. Zoneless triarchaxines (X X I.), 3(PQ)X£Y?av 2 {?;} = p , in which the principal poles are exactly specified, and where the zonoid signature gives the characters of the secondary and tertiary poles. § 1. XXXI.] REV. T. P. KIRKMAN OH THE THEORY OF THE ROLYEDRA.
13. Zoneless tetrarchaxines (X X I.), W e may not know always the edges in the pole opposed to a given tetrarchipole.
14. Zoneless JiexarcJiaxines (X X I.), 6(PQ)X^aY^{ 0 = R .
There are b u t few values of P and Q for which polyarchaxine polyedra are possible; and the ambiguities above denoted w ith respect to their principal poles can only exist for high values of P and Q, such as will not be calculated for a millennium or two.
3. M ixed S .
(x-\-2>)-ple monaxine monozones (X X III.), (PQ)mo.m<XeJo { Z } = S,
where the exact polar features are always known, except for 2-ple axes. T his is, how ever, sufficient for our purpose, as we shall see (X X X IX .). 
Homozones 2x-zoned and ( 2 r + l ) -z o n e d (P Q W X -Y% { Z O = T y( r ; i ) , (P Q^X^Y^J Z£}=T' (r> l),

ZO=
In all these entries the first axis is zoned, the second zoneless. In the third, U , 3,6Z denotes a zonal signature of the triarchaxine form, or hexarchaxine, or possibly o f both forms. W hen such a zone occurs in homozones along with a zonoid signature £, show ing poles of a name not excluded from Z, we may not always know the exact edges of the zoned pole (vide X X X V II., X X X IX .). W hen this ambiguity does not exist, the num bers U and W (where 4Z denotes a signature of the tetrarchaxine form) will not be found in our T ab le ; and they can only present themselves for high values of P and Q, which will not be calculated for the next thousand years. B ut it is enough for us th at the num bers U W are exactly known, as this suffices for our problem. § 1. XXXI 
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Begistration o fja n a l poles o fY -ed ra Qra
X X X II. A janal zoned polar A-gon, which is always the term ination of a janal zoned axis, is described by its zonal traces in one of the following m anners:-
where m is an odd or even num ber of traces diagonal or agonal, as the case may be, is any number of diagonal alternate with as many agonal traces, and n is any odd num ber of traces, agonal, diagonal or monogonal, as the case may be, in the pole of a janal or obj anal axis. A janal polar zoneless A-gon is described thus by its repetition,
where r may be odd or even, the axis being janal or contrajanal. The summits of the A-gon form a sequence of configuration r times repeated in the circuit of the A-gon.
Def. A janal zoned axis is h e t e r o z o n e , i f the polyedron has zones o f more than on figuration.
Thus all janal zoned axes are conveniently divided into heterozone and homozone. A homozone axis or pole has but one zonal signature, as the solid has zones only of one configuration (X X II.). A heterozone axis or pole has always two or three zonal signa tures. The 2r-zoned heterozone pole has two different zones about its ax is; the (2 r-j-l)-zoned heterozone has only one zonal configuration about the principal axis; but it has also a secondary zone of different configuration (V II.). Hence the term heterozone applies usefully whether the number of principal zones be odd or even.
Heterozone ja n a l polar faces.
A%-ag sF{ZZ'Z"}=«,
where Z" always denotes the zone perpendicular to the axis of the registered janal pole. The number s is that of the summits of the solid not in the A-gon, 0. infe A-gon; and F is the number of faces different from it, th at is, inferior to it.
W e have here P = F + 1 , Q=A-}*s.
W e read that there are a A-gonal janal poles having r agonal traces r agonal traces of Z'; and a zone Z" perpendicular to the axis of the A-gons. W e read also c A-gonal janal poles having r agonal traces of Z and diagonal traces of Z', with th e secondary zone Z".
W hen 2 r = 4 , the numbers a, b, c, when ZZ'Z are the zoned the archipolar A-gons of triarchaxines having the zones ZZ'.
W hen 2 r = 2 , the numbers «, b, c enumerate the pola monarchaxines, those of zoned triaxines, the tertiary polar A-gons of zoned triarchaxines and hexarchaxines, for the signatures may be ZZ'Z, or ZZZ, the case of the hexarchaxines. In this latter case only the term heterozone is improperly applied to any polar face above registered.
All ( 2 3 I t is necessary, as we shall hereafter learn ( § 16.), to have a separate Table of all the radical archipoles of the polyarchaxines, which are, however, supposed to be included in the numbers and above written.
A radical polyarchipole ja n a l or h e t e r o i d , whether fa ce or o f a polyarchaxine collateral with other principal poles o f the solid.
The triarchipoles will be found also under the numbers , , c 2); for nothing prevents them being constructed and handled as monarchaxine poles.
The hexarchipoles may be constructed and handled as homozone poles, and they will consequently be found also in the Table following. This will, however, create no con fusion in our results. There are no j a n a lt retrarchipoles 4A. Homozone ja n a l polar faces (X X II.).
w h e r e y stands for the traces a g , d i , mo, agdi, as the case may g the zonoid signature.
W hen r = l , the g homozones recorded are homozone triaxines (X X II.). The num ber h will contain every secondary polar A-gon of all triarchaxines, and every primary and secondary polar A-gon of all hexarchaxines; for all these faces are in repeating zones to which an axis of 2-ple (zoned) repetition is perpendicular.
The num ber g(r-l) will contain every secondary polar A-gon of a tetrarchaxine, for this solid has homozone secondary axes (X V I.).
X X X III.
Zoneless ja n a l polar faces.
Ko!aS^mo.co = £ • The first are monarchaxine janals (X X .), w ith zonoid signature; th e second are monaxine monozones, w ith the signature of the zone perpendicular to th e zoneless axis (X X III.); the third are monaxine contrajanals of (r+ 2 )-p le repetition (X IX .).
Zoneless ja n a l polyarchipolar faces.
6A,.sF R adical zoneless ja n a l polyarchipoles ( § 16.).
3A rad.Jas 'F{Z> }=<p, 1y°A rad'jas-F {Z\= & . The register of janal polar faces is completed by the 2 and contrajanal polar faces, the contrajanal axis being perpendicular to a zone. The janal are entered thus, A % s¥= l, w ithout zonoid signature; for since we can construct no jan al symmetry on such a pair of opposite A-gons (as we shall see), b u t th a t of a zoneless triaxine, we require no account of the axes perpendicular to a th at term inated by the A-gon.
This axis a being janal, m ust be perpendicular to two other 2m-ple janal axes, /3 and y (X X .); and the polyedron may be either a 2r-ple monarchaxine, of which a is a secondary axis, or it may be a zoneless triaxine, of which a, (3, y (X X .) are three axes; or it may be, when /3 or y is zoned, a 2r-zoned homozone (X X II.) (/•> 1).
W hatever the polyedron may be, any constructions on the opposite 2-ple A-gons will degrade the symmetry about any higher axis (3, zoned or zoneless, to which a may be secondary, and the janal constructions will be all zoneless triaxines. For the entire symmetry about a 2r-ple axis (3 cannot be preserved, if 1, by janal constructions on the poles of one only of the r axes a perpendicular to (3; th at is, (3, by constructions on a only, is degraded to a 2-ple repetition.
W hen ( 3i s a 2r-zoned homozone axis, y and a are identical in configuration; and janal construction on the poles of a destroys the zones, and (3 becomes a zoneless 2-ple axis.
W hen the 2-ple axis is contrajanal, and perpendicular to a zone, it is entered thus, A lojasF{71'\ =7n, with the zone to which it is perpendicular. The solid on which A is found may be either a (2 r+ 3 )-p le homozone (X X II.), or a 2-ple monaxine monozone. In either case the A-gon is the reciprocal of a 2-ple A-ace constructed by our processes as a monaxine monozone, having a 2-ple contrajanal axis perpendicular to a given zone, and the entry is made as above. The only possible polar janal constructions on the two contrajanal polar faces are 2-ple monaxine monozones.
Janal am^Mgrammic poles.
The register of janal poles is completed by the jan al polar edges of amphigrammic axes, zoned and zoneless.
The polar edge is registered as the intersection of two A-gons; and we write $ '= Q -2 A + 2 for the num ber of summits of the P-edron Q-acron not in the A-gons, and F ' = P -2 for th at of the faces distinct from them.
W e read th at there are n different polar edges of janal A-gons epizonal in Z and zonal in Z', Z" being perpendicular to the amphigrammic axis.
W e read that there are jp polar edges of A-gons, both zonal and epizonal in Z, and perpendicular to zoneless axes of given zonoid signature.
And there are g amphigrammic zoneless axes, whose polar edges are intersections of A-gons. W e have no occasion here to register any zonoid signature of other axes.
The n edges may be tertiary poles of zoned triarchaxines or hexarchaxines, or secon daries in zoned monarchaxines, or in zoned triaxines. In the first of these four cases we shall read Z = Z ', in the second, Z = Z '= Z " .
The edges are either zoned poles of homozone triaxines, or possibly secondaries of zoned tetrarchaxines (XL.), if Z is a tetrarchaxine zonal signature. POLYEDRA. [ § 1. XXXIII.§ 1. XXXIII., XXXIV.] 
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The q zoneless polar edges may be tertiaries of zoneless hexarchaxines or triarchaxines, or secondaries of zoneless tetrarchaxines or monarchaxines, or poles of zoneless triaxines or homozone triaxines, or secondaries in ra-zoned homozones, or axes of 2-ple monaxine monozones, or of 2-ple monaxine contrajanals. In any case we require no account of their symmetry, jan al or contrajanal, as these polar edges can never be, like polar faces, the subjects of constructions. I t suffices for our purpose th a t we know exactly the num ber of all janal zoned and zoneless amphigrammic axes.
Our object here is to state clearly w hat our Tables are supposed to contain. The mode of obtaining the Tables will be discussed in the sequel.
Registration o f polar and nonpolar faces o f V-edra Q-acra and Q-acra V-edra.
T a b l e s C. X X X IY . In these Tables will be found all the janal poles of the preceding Tables, as well as all heteroid polar faces. No symmetry is registered here b u t th at of the face, therefore there is no account of poles secondary to the one considered. B ut the charac ter of the axis (Y.) is always suffixed, by one of the abbreviations, am. go, am.ed, am.gr, go.gr, go.ed, ed.go. W e shall write x as the symbol of such abbreviation.
Zoned polar faces.
H ere s and F are the summits and faces inferior to the A-gon. W e read th at there are c A-gons which have r agonal traces of Z and r diagonal traces of Z", of which A-gons some will be janal and others heteroid poles.
Zoned Tetrarchipoles.
4A * sF { Z \= 0 3, 4A%dK s'F{Z\=0'3, which, being heteroid poles, could not appear in the preceding Tables of polyarchipoles. The y denotes the traces.
Zoneless polar faces. A^F = g (r > 1 ), showing th at g A-gons have an r-ple zoneless repetition and the character x of axis, of which some will be janal and others heteroid poles. 
A.agsF{Z)-e\
Am osF{ZJ-= f .
Here there is no axis to be characterized.
Objanal monozone faces.
A * /F |Z } = j,
These are certain of the above zoned nonp , wh metry by reason of their being faces in a repeating , to which an axis (a) of even repetition, zoned or zoneless, is perpendicular. This axis (a) appears not in this Table, but appears in general in the Tables which we shall learn to construct oiperfect objanal monozone s u m m i t s , which are the reciprocals of the faces here registered. W hatever a may be, the only janal symmetrical constructions possible on these faces are objanal monozone summits or reticulations, or simply janal anaxine pairs of edges, of whose construction we shall treat hereafter ( § 17.). The enumeration of our results is not dependent on our knowledge of the zoned or zoneless axis (a).
Zoneless nonpol
Janal anaxine faces (XX VI.).
■^/o.OMF -h.
Asymmetric faces.
AM sF = i.
This number i includes the h A-gons of the preceding entry of janal anaxine faces. No face is enumerated under the numbers ghi, which is the reflected image of another. Similar Tables, B and C, are supposed completed for the Q-edra P-acra. And they are all obtained from those of the reciprocal summits which we shall learn to con struct, and which are conceived as included in these Tables.
The janal polar summits (Table B) and the polar summits (Table C) can be con structed for both Q-edra P-acra and P-edra Q-acra, by writing summits for faces and zonal for epizonal edges in all the signatures above given. The amphigrammic polar edges may be either janal or heteroid. W hen they are janal, they will of course be found both in this Table and in the Table B of janal poles (X X X II., X X X III.).
Registration o f edges o f Y-edra Q-acra and Q-acra
Won-polar zoned edges.
which record d edges, each the intersection of a B-gon and A-gon, and each epizonal in the zone Z, and d' edges of A-gons zonal in Z.
The number d', and also the number d, when B = A , will not include polar edges of A-gons above entered in the zone. Z, a signature which may belong equally to polar and to monozone polyedra (IX.). Janal anaxine edges.
showing that there are d different janal anaxine edges of intersection of an A-gon and a B-gon, on all the P-edra Q-acra. Asymmetric edges.
which records the entire number f , including d last registered, of asymmetric intersec tions of an A-gon with a B-gon on all the P-edra Q-acra. One at least of the faces about each of t h e f edges here registered is zoneless and non-polar, otherwise the edge would not be zoneless and non-polar. One of the faces may be polar or zonal non-polar. Thus we see that asymmetric or janal anaxine edges are found in faces which are not asymmetric nor janal (XXVI.). Our Tables D of P-acra Q-edra would give us a Table D of the above edges in terms of the summits of the edges; but such a Table is of no use to us.
W hen the Tables A, B , C, D (X X X I. to X X X V .) are completed for P-edra Q-acra and Q-edra P-acra, so that no two features are recorded of which one is the reflected image of another, our problem of enumeration and classification of P-edra Q-acra is perfectly solved; and we shall see that we have the power of continuing such Tables to higher values of P and Q. I t is necessary to determine w hat data are required, a for the completion of these T ables; and next to find the means of obtaining these data. This will all be discussed, and the requisite general formulae will be recorded, in the following sections. (b) L et us suppose given for all the P-edra Q-acra, and for all the Q-edra P-acra, P and Q being definite numbers, all the polyarchaxine polyedra, with their poles and signatures, as entered in X X X I., X X X II., X X X IV .
(c) W e suppose known also for P-edra Q-acra and for Q-edra P-acra all ja n a l poles, with their signatures, as entered in Tables B (X X X II., X X X III.).
(d) L et us conceive th at all polar faces and summits of the same solids are known, as entered in Tables C (X X X IV .), and all polar edges, as entered in Tables D (X X X V .).
(e) Likewise all objanal monozone faces of the same solids, as entered in Tables C (X X X IV .).
(f) And also all monozone faces which have a diagonal trace of a single zone, i. e. th e num ber d' of Tables C (X X X IV .), for all signatures A and Z.
(g) And, finally, let us suppose th at all the edges are given of Table D (X X X V .), for P-edra Q-acra, and for Q-edra P-acra. One difficulty of our problem lies in the danger incurred of enumerating the same solid more than once. Thus, all janal and objanal principal secondary or tertiary poles of zoned or zoneless polyarchaxines will be constructed by our processes simply as janal poles of a single ax is: and we cannot be certain, w ithout consideration, when we con struct a 5-ple, 4-ple, 3-ple, or 2-ple axis, zoned or zoneless, th at we do not thereby com plete a polyarchaxine.
For example, if we load all the principal faces b u t two opposite ones of a regular 12-edron with 5-gonal pyramids (pentaces, a *77), we have in the two void faces an amphiedral axis of a 5-zoned homozone polyedron. I f in our processes we were to charge this on its two pentagon poles w ith pentaces, we should certainly thereby construct an amphigonal 5-zoned homozone axis. B ut it would be an error to enum erate the construction among the homozones, for we have evidently here only completed a hexarchaxine.
In like manner, in constructing a 2-zoned jan a l axis, we cannot be sure th a t we have not been completing, by secondary or tertiary poles, a m onarchaxine or a polyarchaxine. E. F.
E. 2r
-zonedmonarchaxines (X X X I.).-W h en 2, every 2r-zoned heterozone polar face of Table B (X X X II.) gives a distinct 2r-zoned m onarchaxine of the num ber E ; for no polyarchaxine has a (6 + 2 m )-p le pole. W herefore E is given for r > 2, by Table B (X X X II.), and th e exact poles of th e 2r-zoned axis are known and can be registered for either polar faces or for th eir reciprocal summits.
L et r = z2 , 2 r = 4 ; and let J y be th e entire num ber of 4-zoned A-gonal poles having given traces (X X X II.) and th e zonal signatures {ZZ'Z " } . Some of these J y poles may be principal poles of triarchaxines. W h en Z" is not identical w ith one of the zones ZZ', this cannot happen, because no triarchaxine has three zonal signatures.
In th e case th en of ZZ'Z" all different, every one of the J y poles gives a different 4-zoned m onarchaxine, and they can be registered thus in T able A,
an entry which gives all th a t is indicated under the num ber E ; for the principal pole is seen, and the signatures ZZ'Z" give exactly th e characters of th e other poles and axes. H ere y denotes th e traces of the A-gonal pole.
L et next J y/ be the num ber of 4-zoned A-gonal polar faces in Table B which have Z " = Z ' and definite traces and signatures; and let^' be th e num ber of triarchaxines in 5, Table A Table  B gives one of the F polyedra required, w ith its signatures.
TT'. 2r -zonedand ( 2 r + l )-zonedHomozones (X X X I.).-No polyarchaxine has 2r-zoned homozone axis, if r > l . Therefore all the poles registered under the num ber g, Table B , give polyedra here required w ith all th eir signatures, of th e num ber T, for r > 1.
No polyarchaxine has a (2r-J-l)-zoned homozone axis, if y > 2 ; therefore all the poles entered under the num ber h in Table B , give polyedra to be entered under T' in Table A , w ith their signatures, for 2 r-j-l > 5 . A nd th e num bers TT' are thus completed for the above values of r.
L et
A & sF {'Z £ }= c be th e num ber of 5-zoned jan al poles entered under the num ber h in Table B for all of the m 1 3-zoned homozone poles which are not secondary polar faces of hexarch axines or triarchaxines, are to be enumerated as poles of 3-zoned homozone polyedra.
K . r yplemonaxine c o n t r a j (9, X X X I.).
X X X V III. There can be no ambiguity in the enumeration of the r-ple monaxine con trajanals ; for by its name and definition the solid can have no pole out of its single axis (X IX.). W herefore every pole registered under the number k, Table B (X X III.), gives a distinct polyedron of the number K under consideration. MNN'N" (11, X X X I.).
Zoneless monar
No polyarchaxine has more than a 5-ple repetition. Hence for ( r + 3 ) > 5 , every pole registered under the number i in Table B (X X X III.) gives one of the M solids with its signature when r + 3 (Table B) is even, and one of the N solids if 3 is odd. M. For r= 4 , every janal pole registered in Table B under i, which is not archipolar on a zoneless triarchaxine, gives a 4-ple zoneless monarchaxine of the number M.
The only principal triarchaxine poles in the number i (X X X III.) are among those 4-ple poles in which £ has poles of one name only (X X I.). Let n, be the entire number of 4-ple janal A-gons («, X X X III.) having poles of one given name only; and let nit be the number of zoneless A-gonal triarchipoles in Table A (5, X X X I.) which have tertiary poles of that name. Then nt-nu is the number of 4-ple zoneless monarchaxine A-gons having this zonoid signature £, and this gives the entry
N. For r = 5 (t, X X X III.), every janal pole not archipolar on a zoneless hexarchaxine (XXXI.), or not having poles in £ of one name only, gives a 5-ple zoneless monarchaxine of the number N (X X X I.). W hen 5-ple zoneless A-gons are constructed which have poles of one name only in £, and which are found also in hexarchaxines having tertiary poles of that name, we obtain N in the same way as above by subtraction for 2 r + 5 = 5 . N'. For r = 3, the Table of triple zoneless poles (X X X III.) which have not amphiedral, amphigonal, or amphigrammic secondary poles described in £, and which axes therefore cannot be tertiary axes in any triarchaxine or hexarchaxine (for these have all janal ter tiary axes), gives exactly the number of triple zoneless monarchaxines of the signature.
N". Let p be the number of triple janal zoneless poles, of all terminating features, of an axis of given character, perpendicular to amphiedral secondary axes, e. showing in £ only polar faces; and let p ' be the number of zoneless hexarchaxines, and.jp" zoneless triarchaxines whose secondary and tertiary axes have the same characters (given by the signatures under the numbers P and B (X X X I.)) with those axes and these secondaries: we have
where Xj" can be written for Y*a, i f y = jp " = 0 .
In the same manner we can obtain for amphigonal and N3 for amphigrammic secondary axes. Hence x =n; '+n;-fn; (ii, xxxi.) is given, and all zoneless monarchaxines can be enumerated both for P-edra Q-acra, and for Q-edra and P-acra. SS', m o n a x i n e m o n o z o n e X X X IX . S. Every (3 + r)-p le pole (j, X X X III.) of a monaxine monozone gives a polyedron of the number S (X X X I.), with the proper signature Z.
S' (XX XI.). Let s be the number of 2-ple contrajanal poles (a) of given character (V.), under the number m (X X X III.), and having the zonal signature and let s' be the entire number of the (2r-j-l)-zoned hoinozones (X X X II. h) which have the zone and in their zonoid signature £ a pole of the name a. Then s-S'= ( P Q ) M 0Y^,{Z"} = S ' (X X X I.); which is thus known for every zone 71' and for every character of axi D. Zoned triaxines (3, X X X I.).
XL. The Table B gives (a, b, c, X X X II.; n, X X X III.) I for the number of 2-zoned heterozone poles of all names which are in zonal signatures ZZ'Z", Z'Z 'Z, or Z''ZZ', which are all the same, the last-written zone in Table B being perpendicular to the axis carry ing the janal pole recorded. If this be identical with one of the first two written zones, the pole may be tertiary on a zoned triarchaxine (XY.); if all the three signatures are alike, the pole may be tertiary on a hexarchaxine (X V II.); or the pole may be secondary on a 2r-zoned monarchaxine (X II.), whatever be the signatures.
The number l comprises d tertiary poles of hexarchaxines, dt te axines, and 2 d "s econdary poles (X I.) of monarchaxines, which all have these zonal natures. All other poles must be in zoned triaxines having these signatures; whence, as each (X II.) has three poles, we obtain, since d, dn and dn are given, W . Homozone triaxines (16, X X X I.).
There is never any ambiguity about the zoned poles of homozone triaxines, except when the zone, save in p subscribed, is of the form of a tetrarchaxine signature (4Z) (XVI.), and when at the same time the pole named in £ has the name of the secondary pole of the tetrarchaxine, named in (4Z).
There are under the numbers g, of all terminating features of a given name, which have the zone (4Z) containing, though of course without^? subscribed (X V II.), the feature named as secondary pole in £; and there are (6, X X X I.) Jcu tetrarchaxines having this zonal signature, and the secondary pole named in £.
Wherefore
is the number of homozone triaxines which have these signatures (4Z£}. I t is worth while to show how the ambiguity spoken of can arise. I f we charge all the faces of a tetraedron P with tetraedra, and then efface two oppo site edges of P, we obtain the solid here figured, where 1 2 3 5 are the summits of P, and 52 and 13 are the effaced edges. This is a homozone triaxine, in which the edges 32, 21, 15, 53 of P have become zoneless polar edges. This homozone will be registered in our T able; and if, as will inevitably happen in our processes, we draw the polar edges 52, 2-ple axes are perpendicular. But it would be an error to register the construction as a homozone triaxine; for it has a tetrarchaxine signature, and the same zonoid poles which the figured homozone has, and which can be made to appear byjp subscribed in the zonal signature. W e have simply completed a zoned tetrarchaxine. And this ambiguity may occur in far more complex constructions, in which the secondary poles may be faces or summits.
If, however, when we have completed a 2-zoned homozone by coronation either with lines as above, or with a pair of summits, we find that we have completed a zonal signa ture of tetrarchaxine form, which has no zonal faces, while our zonoid signature £ shows a polar face, we have completed no tetrarchaxine.
L. Zoneless triaxines (10, X X X I.). X LI. The Table B (X X X III.) of janal poles (Imq) gives the entire number of 2-ple janal and contrajanal zoneless poles. Let these be ft!being the number of amphiedral and amphigonal together, and that of the amphigrammic.
Every zoneless polyarchaxine has one double zoneless pole, secondary or tertiary; every homozone polyedron has one; every 2r-ple monarchaxine has two (X X .), and every 2-ple monaxine contrajanal has o n e ; and these, by what precedes, are all enume rated. The zonoid signatures show in all cases how many of these secondary and tertiary or sole axes are amphigrammic. Let the number be m 1 of amphigonal and amphiedral together ; 77i2 of amphigrammic poles. All the (Jb poles, except are poles of zoneless triaxines; for they can be nothing else, these being the only janal polyedra not already disposed of.
As each triaxine (X X .) has three of these poles, then are i (^_ m i_ .m2)= L (10, X X X I.) zoneless triaxines, on which are q -m2 amphigrammic axes. Thus entire number o f polar edges on these L solids is known, and consequently the member o f the polar edges.
W e have thus demonstrated that we can enumerate by the data of art. X X X V I. all the janal polar P-edra Q-acra and Q-edra P-acra.
B, C. Y-zoned monaxine heteroids (2. X X X I.). X L II. Let e> be the number of different poles, in Table C (X X X IV .), terminating an r-zoned axis of given character and of given zonal signature {Z} or (ZZ"}. Let l' be the number of these § poles found on polyarchaxine monarchaxine and triaxine, heterozone or homozone, polyedra (X X X II.), in the same signature. All the rest must be heteroid poles of which every monaxine heteroid has two. Hence i( $ -& ') = B or = C (X X X I.), according as r is even or odd, is the number of r-zoned monaxine heteroids having this signature.
J. Y-ple zoneless m onaxine heteroids (8, X X X I.).
X L III. Let s be the number of zoneless poles term inating on r-ple axis of given character Y, in the Table C (X X X IV .). Let e, be the number of poles terminating r-ple zoneless axes of the character Y in the polyarchaxine monarchaxine triaxine and monaxine contrajanal, zoneless polyedra. This sj is known by what precedes, and g;= 0 of course, if r> 3, and if the axis be gonoedral, edrogrammic, or gonogrammic. All the rest of the s poles are on r-ple monaxine heteroids, which contain each two of them. Table D (X X X V .); and let E ' be th e num ber of dijferent non-polar epizonal (or zonal) edges read in the zone Z, which will of course here showj? subscribed (IX .) upon all the zoned polar P-edra Q-acra. This E' is given by inspection of signatures, and the instalm ent of it contributed by different polar polyedra will vary according to the m anner in which Z is w ritten in their signatures (IX .) (X V IL ).
The num ber of epizonals (or zonals) in Z found upon monozones will be E -E', and as each solid has (III.) b of these, we obtain j ( E -E ') = A (1, X X X I.)
for the num ber of monozone P-edra Q-acra having the signature Z.
B ut it may be th at 5 = 0 , or th a t Z has neither zonal nor epizonal edges. In th at case Z must have only diagonally traced summits. L et s be the num ber of these sum m its, which are by hypothesis non-polar. W e have in the datum (f) (X X X V I.) the num ber dJ of diagonally traced summits non-polar in the zone Z, th at are found on the P-edra Q-acra which have or have not zoned axes. A nd inspection of the signatures of all zoned axes previously enumerated tells us how many different non-polar summits in Z these axial solids contain. L et this be d". Then is the num ber of monozone P-edra Q-acra which have the zone Z.
Thus all monozone P-edra Q-acra and Q-edra P-acra of all zonal signatures can be registered, and the number of their zoned edges being given by their , that o f their dijferent zoneless edges is known.
S . Janal anaocine V-edra Q-acra
XLV. Let G be the entire of janal anaxine pairs entered in Table D (X X X V .) of the P-edra Q -acra; and let G' be the number of janal anaxine pairs on all the solids enumerated in art. X X X . G' is known by inspection of signatures of polyedra already constructed. Then, as every janal anaxine polyedron has -^(P-f-Q-2) of these pairs, P +-q-2 ( G -G ') = S (17, X X X I.) is the number of those polyedra. § 2. X L Y L -X L V IIL ] EEY. T. P. KIEKMAN ON THE THEOEY OF THE POLYEDKA. 163 ©. Asymmetric ^olyedra (18, X X X I.).
XLVI. Let J be the entire number of asymmetric edges on the P-edra Q-acra, which are found in Table D (XXXV.) . W e have shown that the number of repetitions of every zoneless non-polar feature is given for all the symmetrical polyedra; and as the signatures give the number of polar and zoned edges on them all, we know how many different zoneless and non-polar edges are on them all.
Let this number be V ; then y+ k § ( J -J , ) = 0 is the number of the asymmetric P-edra Q-acra. be the entire number of different edges of A-gons, epizonal in Z, where we write 2^AA, because these edges are each in two different A-gons.
The Table of polar faces (X X X II.) gives us the entire number of different edges of A-gons that are epizonal non-polar in Z in polar faces. A polar face may have either one trace or two different traces, whose signature is Z ; for the two zones, though of dif ferent configuration, may have the same signature. In all cases, the number of different epizonals in Z of that polar face is given by inspection.
Let _pA(Z) be the whole number of non-polar epizonals in Z of polar A-gons. There remain «A (Z )-P a (z> edges epizonal in Z of A-gons, which edges are in non-polar A-gons. W hen A is even, each A-gon has two of them ; when A is odd, each A-gon has only one of them. Wherefore for A even, i (^(z)-^Acz>)=A"^F{Z } = e ' (X X XIV.), and for A odd,^A (Z)-PACZ) -Am osF{7i} = i ' (XXXIV.). ;
W e can therefore enumerate all the monozone faces of the P-edra Q-acra, and of the Q-edra P-acra, and register each with its trace and zonal signature.
XLV III. Objanal mmozone f a c e s . ' .
-W hen Z of the preceding article is the signature of a repeating zone, certain of the A-gons just enumerated will be the objanal mono zone faces of (e), XXXVI. I t is important that the objanal monozone faces should be separately registered, and it will be necessary to subtract these A-gons when they exist from the number of A-gons just found, in order that the monozone , which have a trace of Z, may be understood as not being objanal monozone. W e shall find that objanal monozone summits are obtained by construction, and by these we know the reciprocal faces.
h, X X X IY . Janal anaxine Argons the P X L IX . By (g) X X X V I. and e\ X X X V ., we know the nu 2 (AAjaMn) + (ABia.aJ + (AC + • • (A/a) of janal anaxine edges of A-gons, where we write 2(AAjaan), because these edges are each in two different A-gons. Some of these A-gons are polar and some zoned non-polar, the rest being janal anaxine A-gons.
The polar zoned A-gons are exactly those found on the first five of the seven classes of polyedra named in art. X X X .; and they are all either heterozone 2r-zoned A-gons (r> l) , or homozone (2 r+ 3)-zoned A-gons (r>0), or hexarchaxine 2-zoned A-gons, which can only improperly be called heterozone, since their (tertiary) axis is perpendicular to a zone identical with its own two zones (X X X II). Now these are precisely the polar A-gons enumerated under the numbers a, h (X X X II.) for 0. Wherefore we know by inspection of signatures the number of different zoneless edges in these zoned polar A-gons.
The polar zoneless A-gons of the third and last but one of the seven classes of art. X X X . are all either principal poles of (2 r+ 4 )-p le monaxine monozones, which are found under the number j (X X X III.), for all odd values of r; or t of monaxine monozones, or 2-ple poles of (2r+3)-zoned homozones, which 2-ple A-gons are all found entered under the number m (X X X III.).
The polar zoneless A-gons of the last of the seven classes of X X X . are all entered under the number h( X X X III.), for r -2n-\-\. Inspection of the signatures of repetition in all these polar A-gons, zoned or zoneless* gives us the number of different zoneless non-polar edges, that is of janal anaxine edges* in them all. Let this number be (A)a).
The zoned non-polar A-gons are all given by (e) X X X V I., under the numbers (j, k, 1) X X X IV .; whence that of their different zoneless edges is given also. Let this be (A"J. Then all the remaining (a,." ) -( a; ," ) -( a;j janal anaxine edges of A-gons must be found in janal anaxine A-gons (X X V I.); and if we consider, as we may without confusion, the 2{AA)ja an above written as double edges, we can say that all these remaining edges are found in no A-gons which are not janal anaxine. Each A-gon has A of them ; wherefore (Aj.g) -(A j'-a) ~~ (A 7-tt) -(XXXIV.)
